
Wynyard – Covid Update 

 

In light of the rising numbers of cases and people isolating, we have made the decision that our staff 

will continue to wear face masks and we would like all customers to continue to wear masks in 

public areas and these can be removed once you are seated at a table.  

We have worked hard to keep everyone safe and we want to continue to offer a safe environment 

for our staff and customers. This will be reviewed weekly and once the cases start to decrease 

further changes will be made. We feel this is the correct decision, and we hope you will continue to 

support us. 

 From Monday 19th July 2021 the following changes will take place: 

Clubhouse 

 You will be able to place orders from the clubhouse bar, whilst wearing a mask. To do this 

please find a seat, take a note of your table number then place your order at the bar. Your 

order will then be brought to your table. Please do not wait at the bar. 

 The rule of 6 will no longer apply inside, if you do require a large table please can you ensure 

you book a table in advance. 

 We will still be taking bookings but walk in’s are also welcomed. 

 

On Course 

 All Restrictions on touch points are removed. All adjustments to the Rules of Golf to cover 

the COVID pandemic are rescinded. 

 Flagsticks may be removed and the hole must conform to the Rules of Golf. 

 Bunker Rakes will be back out on the course, preferred lies in bunkers will no longer be 

permitted, the ball must now be played as it lies within the bunker. 

 Rule 3.3b (scoring in Stroke Play) is reinstated fully and a return to a ‘normal’ method of 

attestation must be used for physical scorecards. Any use of electronic scorecards must fully 

implement the requirements of this rule. 

 All bins and ball washers will be re-instated on the course 

 Flagsticks may be removed and the hole must conform to the Rules of Golf. 

I would ask that all members do their utmost to return to raking bunkers correctly and helping to 

ensure this is done by all golfers playing The Wellington Course. 


